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Abstract
Explosive growth in internet is demanding very fast switching
fabric in internet routers and switches. Packets need to be
buffered at input or output or on both sides of crossbar switching
fabric. Crossbar switches are used for switching because of no
bandwidth limitation & high scalability. Its well-known fact that
buffering of packets on outside of switch demands switching
fabric to be „N‟ time faster whereas buffering packets on input
side limits throughput to 58%. Combined input output queued
(CIOQ) switch demands that switch fabric to run at speed up of
2. Hence VOQ (Virtual output Queue) i.e. „N‟ queues per input
port i.e. total N2 queues on input side are suggested to resolve
problem of throughput limitation of 58% in input queued
switches. In VOQ throughput achieved is 100%. Selection of
packets is key issue in VOQ various schemes like, MWM, MSM
and maximal matching, are suggested by researchers in last two
decades to improve the performance in terms of throughput and
delay. We are addressing Permuted Diagonal Maximum Weight
Matching (PDMWM) Scheme which provides 100%
instantaneous throughput in each slot under heavy traffic
conditions & improves delay performance. Our scheme
PDMWM is computationally complex for large size switches but
it outperforms at lower size switches and provides optimal
performance nearer to output queued switch.
Keywords: fixed length packet switches, Laplace/Leibniz
formula, LQPS, PDMWM, VOQ, WMAX

1. Introduction
Internet services are growing faster and faster and it‟s
becoming part of everybody‟s life. Demand for fast
internet service is increasing pressure on router design
engineers to provide faster switching architectures.
Basically cross bar switches are used in internet
router/switches because of scalability and no bandwidth
limitation exist with it. Present switches use crossbar
switches along with buffering of packets either on inputoutput or on combined input output. Virtual output queues
inn which packets are buffered or input side destined for
each output separately [2], [3], and [5]. This demand for
N2 queues on input side. VOQ technique has resolved
problem of throughput limitation of 58% where single
input queue is used [1], [2], and [7].

VOQ suffers from scheduling of packets. There are total
N2 packets at HOL and we need to choose N nonconflicting packets delivered to the output to achieve
throughput of 100% in each time slot.
Various packet scheduling schemes are suggested and
generally classified as Maximum Size Matching,
Maximum Weight Matching, Maximal Matching and
Maximal Matching with iteration and Maximal Weight
matching with and without iteration [1], [5].
Maximum size matching guarantees for instantaneous
throughput to be 100% but do not guarantee for good
delay performance. Maximum weight matching scheme
gives the best performance equivalent to output queued
switch but they are very complex in implementation.
Maximal matching provides good throughput performance
and poor delay performance. Iterative maximal matching
and its variant such as i-slip; DRR, FIRM, SRA, etc.
provide good throughput and delay performance in
multiple iteration. Expected number of iterations are
Olog(N). There are variants such as weighted i-slip such as
i-LQF, i-OCF, etc [1], [6], [7]. which gives good delay
performance better than simple i-slip but these are also
complex to implement in hardware. A maximum matching
is largest size matching that can be made on graph whereas
maximal matching is matching to which no further edges
can be added without first removing an already matched
edge. Hence maximum match can be maximal but vice
versa is not true.
Lot of research has been carried out to reduce
communication overheads reduction in complexity of
hardware, stability, scalability, fairness, etc. Still efforts
are made by researchers to provide best optimal solution
for scheduling policy in selection of packets in VOQ [1],
[7], [8]. Our efforts are also to provide scheduling scheme
named as Permuted Diagonal Maximum Weight Matching
scheme to provide better delay and throughput.
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VOQ Switch:

Maximum weight,
Weight = 31

Maximal Weight,
Weight = 30

No unique solution is obtained. If random choice is made
then always we may get suboptimal solution.

Fig. 1 VOQ Switch

Switch model is as shown in Fig. 1 is NxN switch with
multiple input queues used to store the arriving packets to
input port „i‟ and destined to output port „j‟ in j th queue at
input port i. Hence there are „N‟ queues per input port.
There are total N2 queues at input side of switch.
Time assumed to be slotted with each slot equal to
transmission time of a cell or packet. In each cell slot we
select at most „N‟ packets from N2 HOL packets. We have
put constraint that at most one HOL packet will be chosen
from each input port and at most one packet will be
delivered to output port. Hence we constrain pattern I of
NxN matrix such that

Such permutation of indicator matrix used for selection of
packets from „N‟ HOL cell are „N!‟. Out of such „N!‟
combinations one best suited combination should be
selected, which provides instantaneous throughput to be
100% i.e. „N‟ cells are to be selected per time slot. It‟s also
important to reduce backlogs, which demand to select such
„N‟ packets from Queues whose Queue-lengths are
increasing. Hence scheduling in Virtual output queuing is
great computationally complex problem. The performance
of switching architecture is determined by performance of
arbitration algorithm. General classification of different
algorithms evolved by different researchers is summarized
below -

Matching Algorithm

Unweighted
Where, Iij is permutation of indicator matrix. Indicator
queue-length matrix K is formed such that Kij=1 if Queuelength matrix Lij>0 else Kij=0. Following figure will
demonstrate formation of indicator Queue-length matrix K
and permutation of Iij from queue occupancy matrix L.

maximal

Sequential

Parallel

Neural

RPA, WFA,
2DRR,
WWFA

PIM,WPIM
i-slip,
FARR
FIRM

Hopfield
CNN

Weighted

maximum

maximal

maximum

Maximum
Size
Matching

i-LQF,
i-OCF,
i-LPF,
iterative

LQF,
OCF,
WMAX,
LQPSP,
WMAXP,
PDMWM

Queue occupancy Indicator queue- One permutation of
Matrix - L
length matrix - K indicator matrix - I
Fig. 2 Demonstration of formation of matrix K and I

Different permutations yield with multiple matching
solutions for each of matching policy.

Maximum Size Match

Maximal Match

Fig. 3 Classification of scheduling algorithms

2. Problem Definition
A scheduling problem in crossbar based VOQ switches
can be resolved by finding optimal weight matrix using
VOQ occupancies reported in Queue-length matrix L.
Lij(t) = Number of packets backlogged at time(t-1) +
arrival if any, at time „t‟ – departure if any of HOL packet
at end of (t-1) timeslot; where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N.
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It is basically constructing bipertite graph G = (V,E) that
consist of set V of 2N vertices partitioned into two sets
namely „N‟ inputs and „N‟ outputs. The set of edges E has
one edge connecting vertex i of input to vertex j of output
for each Lij(t) > 0. A matching M on G is any subset of E
such that no two edges in M have common vertex.
Matching guarantees that only one packet per input and
output needs to be transformed [1], [6], [7]. A scheduling
policy should work under constrain mentioned above with
aiming of instantaneous throughput of 100% and set M ⊂
E has maximum weight. Hence M must satisfy:

Longest Queue Priority Selection with Pattern
Matching (LQPSP): In this policy the permuted diagonal
is selected and sum of queue occupancy is considered as
weight vector [9].

1. Number of edges matched should be „N‟. If no such set
exist then select „M‟ such that it has maximal matched
edges. This condition pulls throughput towards maximum.

In case of 3x3 matrix there will be „3!‟ i.e. 6 elements in
weight matrix W[m]. An mth permutation matrix
is
chosen to select cell from input HOL Queues.

[ ]

∑

where m = 1,2,. . ., N!
is mth permutation of indicator matrix
indicates the point to point multiplication of permuted
identity matrix with L matrix.

2. A match „M‟ obtained should have instantaneous
average Queue-length > overall average Queue-length and
must have variance minimum which is calculated w.r.t.
overall average Queue-length ̅ .

[

]

[

]

[

]
Mirror

[

These conditions need to select appropriate permuted
diagonals where queues are blowing with higher rate and
should be brought under control.
L=[

]

]

[

]

[

]

W[m] = [31, 21, 26, 30, 21, 27]

3. Cell selection policies
Here we are taking some random queue occupancy as an
example to show that how various policies failed to obtain
optimal and unique solution.
Let L = [

]

Weight Maximum with Pattern Matching (WMAXP):
In this policy instead of considering queue-length matrix L
a indicator queue-length K matrix is considered, in which
Kij = 1 if Lij > 0
= 0 otherwise
(2)
A weight matrix
[ ]

∑

Random selection: Select randomly any input and switch
the cell from it. Then do not allow this input port and
destined port for which cell is switched in current or
previous round. It may happen that selected input port has
no HOL cell or is having queue occupancy very low. In
such cases instantaneous throughput will be reduced
backlogs will increase and hamper delay performance.
Hence it may or may not be optimal solution [1], [9].

where m = 1,2,. . ., N! For matrix K refer fig.2.
W[m] = [3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3]
Multiple optimal solutions to provide 100% instantaneous
throughput are available and randomly one can be chosen.
Though instantaneous throughput is 100% but there is no
guarantee for good delay performance. Implementation in
hardware is easy for smaller size of N [9].

Longest Queue Priority Selection (LQPS): It is a greedy
policy where highest backlog input is identified and
selected first. Again restriction of not selecting the same
input & output in remaining round remains the same [1],
[9]. This is shown in following selection procedure. Which
indicate that numbers of cells switched are less than „N‟

Permuted Diagonal Maximum Weight Matching Policy
(PDMWM): In given queue occupancy matrix L,
obtaining unique & optimal diagonal D which yields to
good candidate for searching N cells out of N2 HOL cells
is critical. Obtaining weight matrix which indicates
positional weight of HOL to be selected needs to
addressed carefully.

L=[

]

2
1
3

Let A be any matrix then position weight of HOL at A11 is
associated with element A22, A33 and also with A23, A32 in
a 3x3 matrix. As sequence A11, A22, A33 is going to one of
permuted diagonal, like wise A11, A23, A32 is also another
IJCEM
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permuted diagonal which are candidate solutions. But
sequence A11, A12, A13 or A11, A21, A31 are not at all
participating in candidate solution of HOL at A11.
Selection of HOL at A11 drops probability of selection of
HOL corresponding to A12, A13 or A21, A31. It happens
because of constraint that from one input port only one
packet can be selected and only packet can be delivered to
the output port. It indicates that positional weight of HOL
can be obtained by cofactor elements only. Here we form
weight matrix W from occupancy Queue-length matrix A.
[

]

[

Queue length matrix

]
Weight Matrix

W11 = A11 A22 A33 + A11 A23 A32
W12 = A12 A21 A33 + A12 A23 A31
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∏

∏

[

∏

]

∏

]

[

[

]

]

Example 2:
W23 
i=2,
j=3,
N=3,
m= 4, 5
 ̅ { 3+1, 3+2} = {4,5}
since both values are >N
we have to take mod.
 ̅ {4 mod 3, 5 mod 3} = {1,2}
∑

W33 = A33 A22 A11 + A33 A21 A12

[

∏

[ ̅]

(4)

This process is nothing but obtaining partial determinant
value at position Aij. We have used this basic concept and
modified Leibniz formula to obtain partial determinant
value in this algorithm.
Hence

∏

[

∏

]

[

]

{

∏
∑

̅

∏

[

]

∏

[

]

[ ̅]

(5)
Where, Per ( ̅) = 1
̅ = m] = j + m if j + m ≤ N
= (j + m) mod N if j + m > N
̅ is vector of m elements where, m = 1, 2. . . N-1

(

)

Now consider the queue-length matrix L and its associated
weight matrix W given below.

In general, permutation ̅
and its permutations
are,
Per( ̅ )  (1,2,3) , (1,3,2) , (2,1,3) , (2,3,1) , (3,1,2) ,
(3,2,1)

3

3
[

]

[

]

2
Using above formula two sample positional weights are
evaluated
Example 1:
W11 
i=1,
j=1,
 ̅ {1+1, 1+2} = {2,3}
∑

∏

N=3,

[ ̅]

m =1,2

1

2

1

Weight matrix obtained, provides solution with greedy
approach of selection to maximum weight i.e. “1245”
positional weight is highest corresponding to HOL [3,3]
which is selected first. In second selection “1113”
positional weight is selected i.e. HOL [2,1] is selected.
Hence HOL [3,3] [2,1] and [1,2] are selected. There are no
multiple solutions observed in this PDMWM policy.
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4. Performance Metrics:
Our attempt is to provide optimal solution out of „N!‟
solutions. Obtaining weight matrix is computationally
complex and can be achieved by using multicore processor
or hardware parallelization. Our attempt is not to suggest
any hardware implementation but one way to provide path
to get optimal solution. As we had seen Queue-length
matrix L has overall average queue-length at time t
∑
̅
Let selected diagonal be „D‟ after implementing any
scheduling policy.
Let variance of optimal diagonal solution be
̅

∑[

]

Let average queue-length of optimal diagonal „D‟ is
̅̅̅

∑

Table 1: Result Summary
Switch
Size
Policy

Cells
Switched

̅

LQPS
LQPSP
WMAXP 1
2.
3.
4.
PDMWM

2
2
3
3
3
3
3

8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66

57.79
33.68
33.68
5.55
3.422
18.78
18.78

10
10.33
10.33
8.66
7.0
9.0
9.0

577.9
347.9
347.9
48.06
23.94
169.02
169.02

With reference to above table LQPS is discarded as it
switches less number of packets than N. Select the policies
with average Queue-length of optimal diagonal, higher
than overall average queue- length ̅
with minimum
variance
.
If deviation of Queue-length of optimal diagonal is
minimum with reference to overall average Queue-length
̅ it indicates that queue-lengths of selected diagonal are
uniformly distributed. If you choose optimal diagonal with
average diagonal queue-length LD is higher than overall
average queue-length ̅ and variance
is high then
queues chosen are having non-uniform variation in queues
or queues selected will be dominated by hot-spot traffic.
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is tested for various random queue occupancy matrix and
observed that it improves the throughput delay
performance. This is theoretical attempt to show and
suggest one method of MWM algorithm.

6. Future Scope
PDMWM scheme stability analysis evaluation with
obtaining fast solution under higher size of switch is real
challenge.
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PDMWM is providing unique and optimal solution for
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computationally complex but gives optimal solution. This
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